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A B S T R A C T

Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) are multifunctional composites that consist of an elastomeric matrix
filled with magnetic particles. These materials respond to an external magnetic field by mechanically
deforming and/or changing their magnetorheological properties. Such a multi-physical response has made
them extraordinary candidates for a wide variety of applications in soft robotics and bioengineering. However,
there are still some gaps of knowledge that prevent the optimal design and application of these MREs. In
this regard, the effect of viscoelastic mechanisms remains elusive from a microstructural perspective. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, this work provides for the first time a numerical homogenization analysis
for various magneto-active microstructures accounting for viscous deformation mechanisms. To this end,
we propose an incremental variational formulation that incorporates viscoelasticity via internal variables,
which is properly modified to deal with the continuity of Maxwell stresses. The proposed framework is
applied to study the magneto-mechanical couplings in extremely soft MREs (stiffness < 10 kPa). Such a soft
matrix promotes microstructural rearrangements while transmitting internal forces leading to macrostructural
synergistic responses. The constitutive parameters are calibrated with experimental tests. The numerical
results are accompanied with original magnetostriction tests considering different sample geometries and
confined magneto-mechanical tests, reporting the macroscopic response. The results obtained in this work
suggest that the effective magneto-mechanical response of the MRE is the outcome of a competition between
macrostructural and local microstructural responses, where viscous mechanisms play a relevant role.
1. Introduction

Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) are multifunctional compos-
ites that consist of an elastomeric matrix filled with magnetic particles.
The MREs respond to magnetic fields offering possibilities of remote
and reversible stimulation (Kordonsky, 1993; Jolly et al., 1996; Pelteret
and Steinmann, 2019). This allows varying their mechanical prop-
erties, such as the stiffness, the natural frequency, or the damping
capacity, which can significantly change when subjected to external
magnetic fields (Abramchuk et al., 2007; Biller et al., 2015). The
magnetic fillers contained within the composite are responsible for
their magnetostrictive response (mechanical deformation under ap-
plied magnetic fields) (Li et al., 2014; Guan et al., 2008). Among
the rather general class of MREs, magnetically and mechanically soft
responsive materials or soft MREs1 have become a subject of inter-
est in recent years due to the wide range of applications in soft
robotics, bio-medicine or industrial components (Bira et al., 2020;
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1 We would like to note that henceforth the word ‘‘soft’’ will be used to insist on the mechanically ultra soft response of the MRE materials, while the magnetic
response is also soft, i.e., does not exhibit any magnetic dissipation.

Zhao et al., 2011; Varga et al., 2006; Moreno-Mateos et al., 2022a).
These stimuli-responsive smart materials enable untethered, fast, and
reversible actuation and/or changes in mechanical properties. MREs
can be manufactured by embedding magnetizable particles into highly
compliant matrices (stiffness below 100 kPa) (Stoll et al., 2014; Yao
et al., 2018). Compared to conventional stiffer MREs, the response
of these mechanically and magnetically soft MREs can be governed
by different magnetic actuation mechanisms. The soft and compliant
matrix allows for large deformations when external environmental
forces and magnetic stimuli are applied, which facilitates potential
rearrangements of particles (Stepanov et al., 2008; Danas et al., 2012;
Kalita et al., 2017).

A comprehensive characterization of the MREs is indispensable to
understand their exceptional behavior (Günther et al., 2011; Bastola
and Hossain, 2020). Regarding the experimental works investigating
their magneto-mechanical behavior, seminal publications were focused
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on the change of properties, i.e., Young’s modulus (Jolly et al., 1996;
Zhou and Jiang, 2004; Chertovich et al., 2010). Regarding the vis-
coelastic properties of MREs, some experimental works measured their
storage and loss moduli when subjected to tensile, compression or shear
deformation modes under the application of external magnetic fields (Li
et al., 2010; Stepanov et al., 2007; Sorokin et al., 2015; Yarra et al.,
2019). However, the magnetostrictive response of the soft MREs (below
100 kPa) is extremely complex since, depending on the experimental
conditions such as sample geometry or test conditions, they can show
either compressive (Fischer and Menzel, 2019; Han et al., 2015) or
expansive (Moreno et al., 2021) behaviors when applying magnetic
fields. Moreover, when composed of viscous compliant matrices, they
also provide an unusual time-dependent response (Moreno et al., 2021;
Bastola et al., 2019). This complex behavior can only be explained
by microscopic particle interactions in combination with macroscopic
effects. Thus, careful modeling studies are needed to understand the
coupled magneto-mechanical behavior occurring at the microscale and
its effect by scaling up to the macroscale level.

The mathematical modeling of the coupled mechanical and mag-
netic effects in MREs has been addressed by different modeling ap-
proaches (Landau and Lifshitz, 1960; Livens, 1962). From a macro-
scopic point of view, the composite can be considered as a homoge-
neous continuum. This enables the representation of real structures
under complex loading conditions with a reasonable computational
effort, where effects of the underlying microstructure are captured
implicitly via magneto-mechanical coupling terms (Borcea and Bruno,
2001; Dorfmann and Ogden, 2004; Kankanala and Triantafyllidis,
2004; Steigmann, 2004; Bustamante, 2010). Regarding the model-
ing of the magneto-visco-elastic coupled behavior of MREs, based on
Dorfmann and Ogden’s formulation (Dorfmann and Ogden, 2004),
Saxena et al. (2013) proposed a formulation for finite deformation
magneto-viscoelasticity. This work considers dissipation due to me-
chanical viscoelasticity of the polymeric matrix and the resistance of
the material to overall magnetization. These continuum models can
phenomenologically capture the magneto-visco-elastic coupling but do
not account explicitly for microstructural features. From a microscopic
point of view, two main approaches can be differentiated: particle inter-
action (or lattice based) and full-field homogenization models. Particle
interaction models were presented in previous works (Cremer et al.,
2015; Romeis et al., 2016, 2017; Xu et al., 2019), which are based on
magneto-mechanical energy minimization taking the assumption that
the magnetizable particles behave as dipoles. These incorporate mi-
crostructural information, but do not account for the heterogeneities in
the magnetic field that appear as a function of the particles distributions
as well as long range interactions between particles. Garcia-Gonzalez
and Hossain (2021a) extended this approach to consider viscoelasticity
and predict relaxation responses in soft MREs, and later in hard
magnetic MREs (Garcia-Gonzalez and Hossain, 2021b). However, these
lattice-based models, albeit extremely useful since they are explicit in
nature, present limitations such as the modeling of particles–matrix
interactions in heterogeneous spatial distributions of particles, spatial
fluctuations of magnetic fields within the MRE, and limitations in the
nature of the modeled dipole–dipole interactions.

Another microstructural approach is the homogenization of the
magneto-mechanical problem. This approach is divided into full-field
numerical approaches (Javili et al., 2013; Spieler et al., 2013; Kalina
et al., 2016; Keip and Rambausek, 2016; Danas, 2017; Keip and Sridhar,
2019; Mukherjee et al., 2020; Leonard et al., 2020; Moreno-Mateos
et al., 2022b) and analytical ones in two dimensions (Ponte Castañeda
and Galipeau, 2011; Galipeau and Ponte Castañeda, 2013) and in three
dimensions (Galipeau and Ponte Castañeda, 2012; Lefèvre et al., 2017;
Mukherjee et al., 2020; Lefèvre et al., 2020). The full-field numeri-
cal modeling naturally accounts for microstructural features such as
magnetic particle distributions and interactions with the matrix phase
but tends to be extremely time consuming especially if more realistic
2

random microstructures are considered. The analytical models usually
describe the interactions in an average manner and thus do not provide
insight into the local micro-deformation mechanisms. Yet, they are
extremely powerful when those are explicit since they can be used
to analyze complex non-linear magneto-mechanical Boundary Value
Problems (BVPs) by their proper implementation in general purpose
Finite Element Method (FEM) software (Dorn et al., 2021). Despite
the great potential of the previously-mentioned homogenization full-
field models, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no
homogenization frameworks accounting for the viscous behavior of the
matrix and no applications for extremely soft MREs (below 10 kPa),
save for a very recent study in the purely mechanical context (Ghosh
et al., 2021). Therefore, the role of the microstructure in such a coupled
regime is still an open problem, and some aspects related to viscous
deformation mechanisms need further investigation.

This work aims at understanding the role of viscous deformation
mechanisms at the microstructural level and how these are scaled up
to govern the magneto-mechanical macroscopic response of extremely
soft MREs (polymeric matrix ≈ 1 kPa). To this end, we have developed
a full-field numerical homogenization framework to naturally capture
the effects of external magnetic fields on the nonlinear viscoelastic
behavior of these composites. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first homogenization framework for the study of the magneto-viscous-
mechanical problem in such extremely soft MREs, whose mechanical
response can be activated with relatively low magnetic fields (be-
low 50–100 mT). To motivate and calibrate the model, we make
use of experimental data. After validation of the mechanical part of
the model, we use it to explore viscous responses under external
magnetic fields for different particle arrangements within the MRE.
Finally, we provide ad-hoc simulations to propose a link between
microstructural arrangements and macroscopic responses observed ex-
perimentally. Overall, this work suggests that a competition between
macrostructural and local microstructural responses governs the ef-
fective magneto-mechanical response of the MRE, and that viscous
mechanisms play a relevant role in the deformation process.

2. Magnetorheological response at the macroscale: Experimental
insights

This section provides experimental tests on MREs to provide a
clear picture of the effective macroscopic response of the MREs under
the application of an external magnetic field. The baseline materials
chosen for the manufacturing are an elastomeric component for the
matrix phase and soft magnetic particles. The elastomeric matrix is
made of Dowsil CY52-276 (DowSil, Midland, MI, USA) (PDMS). The
magnetic particles are made of soft SQ carbonyl iron powder (CIP)
(BASF, Germany) with an average diameter of 3.9–5.0 μm. For the
manufacturing of the samples, we followed the methodology presented
in a previous work (Moreno et al., 2021). Note that cylindrical samples
of 1 mm height and 20 mm diameter are used to ensure homogeneous
magnetic fields within the testing region (i.e., homogeneous fields in
the vacuum with all the field lines following the same direction and
magnitude, see further details in Moreno et al., 2021). In addition,
monotonous compression curves are used to calibrate and validate the
homogenization model.

2.1. Macroscopic magnetic characterization

The experiments provided in this section aim at studying the me-
chanical response of MREs under external magnetic fields. To this end,
two types of experiments are considered: (i) free mechanical expansion
tests under axial magnetic fields; (ii) axially confined tests under axial
magnetic fields. The MRE specimen is placed between flat plates com-
posed of austenitic stainless steel (with relative magnetic permeability
close to 1). Bellow the specimen, a coil system generates the requested
magnetic field aligned in the axial direction of the specimen. Note

that we use a closed-loop system where the temperature is constantly
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Fig. 1. Mechanical response of MREs under the application of an external magnetic field for different particles volume fractions 𝜙 = {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} and diameters 𝐷 = {4, 6, 20} mm.
Note that ‘‘Before’’ and ‘‘After’’ refer to the absence and presence of external magnetic actuation, respectively. The test for 4 mm specimens was picked from (Moreno et al., 2021)
and have been extended for other geometries to explore the macroscopic response of extremely soft MREs. The right hand side table shows the exact same tests for 𝜙 = 0.3 without
the presence of the upper plate. All the specimens were prepared with an initial height of 1 mm. The magnetic field was imposed in the form of a temporal ramp until reaching
a maximum value of 0.25 T.
regulated as well as the magnetic field by the use of a thermocouple and
a hall probe, respectively. More detail about the experimental setup can
be found in Moreno et al. (2021).

The first set of experiments consists in cylindrical specimens of
different particle volume fractions 𝜙 = {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} and diameters
𝐷 = {4, 6, 20} mm, that are subjected to axial magnetic fields un-
der free boundary conditions. Under the application of an external
magnetic field, the specimen undergoes magnetic interactions between
particles and with the external field leading to internal forces within
the composite. As a consequence, the MRE experiences mechanical
deformation and shape changes. To enable the visualization of the
MREs’ deformation process, we performed these experiments without
using the metallic cover that ensures a spatially homogeneous magnetic
field in the whole specimen region. To evaluate the influence of such a
heterogeneity in the magnetic field, we reduced the specimen diameter
up to 4 mm, where the magnetic field was found to be homogeneous.
In addition, we conducted these tests with and without the presence
of the upper plate. These tests allow identifying potential boundary
effects due to a possible magnetization of the plate. These results are
all collected together in Fig. 1.

A first important observation is that all the MREs macroscopically
tested expand instead of contracting. It can be observed that such an
expansion along the axial direction, here aligned with the magnetic
field, is directly related to the particle volume fraction. In this regard,
higher deformations are obtained when increasing the particle content
(Fig. 1). Another important feature is the homogeneity of the defor-
mation state in the small samples. However, a highly heterogeneous
deformation is shown for the samples with the highest diameter. In
these tests, the magnetic field reaches maximum values in the center of
the specimen and a macrostructural response governs the deformation
3

of its peripheral regions, i.e., these outer domains tend to macroscopi-
cally align with the central axial magnetic lines. Finally, it is important
to note that the same observations have been obtained for tests with-
out the presence of the upper plate (Fig. 1). These results discard a
potential magnetization effect of the upper plate acting as a magnetic
pole attracting the particles. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
MREs tested under an axial magnetic field respond macroscopically by
expanding in such a direction.

The second set of experiments considers cylindrical specimens of
different particle volume fractions 𝜙 = {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} and a fixed
geometry of 1 mm height and 20 mm diameter, that are subjected to
axial magnetic fields under axially confined mechanical boundary con-
ditions. These tests aim at providing a quantitative analysis of the forces
experienced within the MREs due to the application of the external
magnetic field at different rates. To this end, the experimental setup
is such that ensures homogeneous magnetic field conditions within the
whole specimen region. During the tests, the magnetic field is imposed
in the form of a temporal ramp while keeping the upper plate fixed
at the initial height of the specimen. Thus, the force exerted by the
MRE due to the magnetorheological response is tracked by the load cell
of the equipment. The mean curves calculated from the results of six
specimens are shown in Fig. 2. All the specimens present a parabolic
response with axial force (directly related to internal MRE magnetic
stress) increasing for larger magnetic inductions. The magnitude of the
axial force exerted on the upper plate increases with the content of
magnetic particles. Finally, we noted that different magnetic field appli-
cation rates do not result in different experimental curves (these were
almost superimposed). This interesting point can be explained by the
fact that when the magnetic field is applied, interaction forces between
particles and the external field are generated. Thus, the particles try to
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Fig. 2. Experimental results for the axially confined tests under axial magnetic fields
on cylindrical specimens of 1 mm height and 20 mm diameter. Axial force measured
by the load cell of the test machine is plotted versus magnetic induction for three
magnetic particle volume fractions 𝜙 = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. The magnetic field is applied at
onstant rates from 0.2 to 20 mT/s. Note that the magnetic application rates imposed
n these tests provided almost superimposed results without significant differences in
heir mean curve.

earrange to find the new equilibrium state. However, the elastomeric
atrix opposes this rearrangement, balancing the related magnetic

tress by mechanical deformation. Hence, the axial force measured at
he upper plate is related to the mechanical stress experienced by the
atrix that, despite its viscoelastic nature, is driven by the generated
agnetic stress. Therefore, although viscous relaxation processes are
appening within the elastomeric phase, these are not observed at the
acroscopic response in these tests. This point will be revisited in

he following sections making use of a microstructural computational
ramework.

. Microstructural constitutive framework for magneto-viscoela-
ticity

This section introduces the formulation used to describe the mi-
rostructural response of soft (≈ 1 kPa) MREs subjected to different
ombinations of magneto-mechanical loading conditions. In the fol-
owing, we present the kinematics of the framework, the balance
quations and thermodynamics and, then, we specialize the constitutive
efinitions and describe the homogenization approach.

.1. Kinematics and balance equations

The microstructural modeling is intended to shed light on the
nderstanding of the magnetically induced deformation mechanisms
nd the interaction with the visco-elastic behavior of the matrix in the
ontext of magnetic particle filled MREs. The extremely soft nature of
he polymeric material employed as matrix makes these MREs highly
eformable. Therefore, it is customary to frame the modeling in finite
eformations differentiating between the material configuration 𝛺0 and
he spatial configuration 𝛺. The primary fields involved in this problem
re the displacement field 𝐮 (𝐱) and a magnetic scalar potential 𝜙 (𝐱),

whose gradients in the reference configuration yield the deformation
gradient 𝐅 (𝐱) and the Lagrangian magnetic field 𝐇 (𝐱), such that

𝐅 (𝐱) = 𝐈 + ∇0𝐮 (𝐱) and 𝐇 (𝐱) = −∇0𝜙 (𝐱) . (1)
4

Here, 𝐈 is the second-order identity tensor.
To account for time-dependent responses associated to the viscoelas-
tic nature of the polymeric phase and the related relaxation mecha-
nisms and dissipation effects, an iso-strain model is used with one vis-
cous branch. The isochoric deformation gradient is further decomposed
into elastic (𝐅𝑒) and viscous (𝐅𝑣) components as

𝐅 = 𝐅𝑒 ⋅ 𝐅𝑣, (2)

where the viscous component 𝐅𝑣 is considered as state variable.
Along with the previous fields, we account also for two fundamental

magnetic variables; the Lagrangian magnetic field 𝐇, and the La-
grangian magnetic induction 𝐁. These can be expressed, alternatively,
in their Eulerian forms as

𝐡 = 𝐇 ⋅ 𝐅−1, 𝐛 = 𝐽−1𝐅 ⋅ 𝐁, (3)

here 𝐽 = det (𝐅). The Eulerian (current) magnetization 𝐦 can be
btained from the following constitutive relation

= 𝐛
𝜇0

− 𝐡, (4)

here 𝜇0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. Regarding the gov-
rning equations, the mechanical balance, in the material configuration
nd in the absence of body forces, can be written as

0 ⋅ 𝐏 = 𝟎, (5)

here 𝐏 is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. Note that inertial
erms are neglected in this work. The influence of these was evaluated
y conducting an experiment where we exposed the soft MRE to a
et of permanent magnets approaching fast to it. The viscosity of the
olymeric phase was observed to rule the overall response of the MRE
eading to negligible dynamic oscillations of the sample (nor local
either global). However, this is an interesting question that must be
arefully addressed in future works analyzing the implications of micro-
nertial terms within the MRE depending on the polymeric matrix
sed.

Moreover, the magnetic problem considers the Maxwell’s equations
or magneto-statics that, in the material configuration, are defined as

0 ×𝐇 = 𝟎, ∇0 ⋅ 𝐁 = 0. (6)

.2. Thermodynamics

Considering isothermal conditions, we define an energy density
unction that depends on the deformation gradient 𝐅, the magnetic field
, and the internal variables, i.e., the viscous deformation gradient
𝑣, as 𝛹

(

𝐅,𝐇,𝐅𝑣
)

. Considering the incompressibility condition for
MREs under study, the second law of thermodynamics in the form of
Clausius–Duhem inequality becomes

𝐏 ∶ �̇� + 𝑝𝐽𝐅−𝑇 ∶ �̇� − 𝐁 ⋅ �̇� − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅

∶ �̇� − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐇

⋅ �̇� − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅𝑣

∶ �̇�𝑣 ≥ 0, (7)

here the term related to 𝑝 (the Lagrange multiplier associated to the
ressure) has been included to impose incompressibility. The constitu-
ive equations can be consistently derived, applying the Coleman–Noll
ramework as

= 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅

− 𝑝𝐽𝐅−𝑇 , 𝐁 = − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐇

. (8)

The remaining term associated to the internal variable − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅𝑣

∶ �̇�𝑣 ≥ 0
establishes the consistency conditions allowing to define the evolution
of the internal variable.

3.3. Local constitutive equations for constituents

This section specializes the constitutive relationships that describe
the magneto-mechanical response of the microstructural constituents,
i.e., polymeric matrix and magnetic particles.
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3.3.1. Free energy functions and mechanical stress tensors
The constitutive behavior at a local point, for the matrix and the

particles, is defined by the energy density function 𝛹 to account for
mechanical and magnetic responses. Following standard knowledge
of such materials, we consider both the polymer matrix and particle
phases as incompressible.2 In this work, the energy density is decom-
posed into three contributions, namely the mechanical energy, Maxwell
energy and magnetization energy as

𝛹
(

𝐅,𝐇,𝐅𝑣
)

= 𝛹𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣
)

+ 𝛹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤 (𝐅,𝐇) + 𝛹𝑚𝑎𝑔 (𝐅,𝐇) . (9)

These energy density relations are posed to fulfill the material prop-
erties under study. The mechanical energy density follows a visco-
hyperelastic model and can be further decomposed into elastic and
viscous contributions along with a volumetric constraint

𝛹𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣
)

=

{

𝛹 𝑒
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ (𝐅) + 𝛹𝑣

𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣
)

if 𝐽 = 1
+∞, otherwise.

(10)

We note at this point that the incompressibility constraint will be dealt
with in Section 3.4, where the incremental homogenization framework
is described.

The elastic and viscous energetic contributions are defined follow-
ing a Neo-Hookean formulation as

𝛹 𝑒
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ (𝐅) =

𝜇
2
(

𝐼𝐅1 − 3
)

,

𝛹𝑣
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ

(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣
)

=
𝜇𝑣
2

(

𝐼𝐅𝑒1 − 3
)

,
(11)

ith 𝐼𝐅1 = Tr
(

𝐅 ⋅ 𝐅𝑇 ) and 𝐼𝐅𝑒1 = Tr
(

𝐅𝑒 ⋅ 𝐅𝑇
𝑒
)

. The model parameters
and 𝜇𝑣 represent the elastic and viscous shear moduli of the phase,

espectively. From this energetic definition, the mechanical part of the
irst Piola–Kirchhoff stress can be derived as

𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣, 𝑝
)

=
𝜕𝛹𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
𝜕𝐅

− 𝑝𝐅−𝑇 , (12)

here the term arising from incompressibility (addressed in Section 3.4)
as been incorporated into this definition. Regarding the magnetic con-
ributions, the background Maxwell energy in its standard expression
or the material configuration reads as

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤 (𝐅,𝐇) = −
𝜇0
2
𝐼𝐇5 (13)

here 𝐼𝐇5 =
(

𝐅−𝑇 ⋅𝐇
)

⋅
(

𝐅−𝑇 ⋅𝐇
)

and the term 𝐽 has been removed
ue to the incompressibility assumption. Moreover, the magnetization
s accounted for by the hyperbolic tangent type magnetization relation
escribed from the magnetic energy density function that reads, in the
eference configuration, as

𝑚𝑎𝑔 (𝐅,𝐇) = −𝜇0

[

𝑚2
𝑠
𝜒

log
(

cosh
(

𝜒
𝑚𝑠

√

𝐼𝐇5

))

]

. (14)

Here, 𝜒 is the magnetic susceptibility and 𝑚𝑠 is the magnetic saturation
of the magnetization curve of the corresponding phase.

Then, the definition of the total first Piola–Kirchhoff stress can be
derived from the total energy density by adding the magnetic compo-
nents to the mechanical one, i.e.,

𝐏
(

𝐅,𝐇,𝐅𝑣
)

= 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅

= 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ
(

𝐅,𝐅𝑣
)

−
𝜇0
2

𝜕𝐼𝐇5
𝜕𝐅

− 𝜇0
𝑚𝑠

2
√

𝐼𝐇5

tanh
(

𝜒
𝑚𝑠

√

𝐼𝐇5

) 𝜕𝐼𝐇5
𝜕𝐅

(15)

2 In reality, the particles exhibit a finite bulk modulus. Nonetheless, given
heir very large stiffness compared to that of the polymer, the effect of the
ctual value of the bulk modulus is of little importance provided that it is
uch larger than that of the matrix as is their shear modulus. This simplifies

he numerical implementations.
5

o

with
𝜕𝐼𝐇5
𝜕𝐅 = −2

(

𝐅−𝑇 ⋅𝐇
)

⊗
[(

𝐇 ⋅ 𝐅−1) ⋅ 𝐅−𝑇 ]. Notice that in Eq. (15),
the terms of the partial derivatives arising from Maxwell and magneti-
zation energy density functions appear, leading to magnetically induced
forces.

Remark. It is noted here that the choice of the energy functions leads
to an uncoupled magneto-mechanical response for each phase, i.e., the
matrix and the particle (see a more detailed discussion in Danas, 2017;
Mukherjee et al., 2020). The resulting magneto-mechanical coupling
is an outcome of the complex interactions between the particles and
their rearrangements subject to the mechanical constraints imposed by
the surrounding matrix phase. The Maxwell energy in the otherwise
non-magnetic matrix phase serves to describe the background magnetic
energy due to the presence of a non-zero magnetic permeability, that
of vacuum.

3.3.2. Magnetic constitutive equation
In a similar fashion and making use of Eq. (8), the resulting defini-

tion of the magnetic flux as a function of the magnetic field yields into

𝐁 (𝐅,𝐇) = − 𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐇

= 𝜇0

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

1 +
𝑚𝑠

√

𝐼𝐇5

tanh
(

𝜒
𝑚𝑠

√

𝐼𝐇5

)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

𝐅−1 ⋅
(

𝐅−𝑇 ⋅𝐇
)

, (16)

where it can be differentiated the addition of the linear term pro-
portional to the magnetic field vector (Maxwell) and a magnetization
term described as a hyperbolic tangent profile. The resulting Eulerian
magnetization function reads as

𝐦 (𝐡) = 𝑚𝑠 tanh
(

𝜒
𝑚𝑠

|𝐡|
)

𝐡
|𝐡|

, (17)

here |𝐡| represents the magnitude of the Eulerian magnetic field
ector 𝐡.

emark. If one sets 𝜒 = 0 in the previous expressions to recover a
on-magnetic material (e.g. the polymer incompressible matrix phase),
e obtain

(𝐅,𝐇) = 𝜇0 𝐅−1 ⋅
(

𝐅−𝑇 ⋅𝐇
)

(18)

r simply 𝐛 = 𝜇0𝐡 by the use of (3). In addition, this implies that the
agnetization is 𝐦 = 𝟎 in that case.

.3.3. Viscous flow rule
To complete the constitutive formulation, we need to define a

onsistent viscous flow rule to describe the evolution of the internal
ariable 𝐅𝑣. From the generalized standard materials framework, the
onstitutive relation dictating the evolution of the internal variable is
iven by Eq. (12) and the following coupled equation
𝜕𝛹
𝜕𝐅𝑣

+ 𝜕
𝜕�̇�𝑣

= 𝟎. (19)

n this work the dissipation potential used is prescribed by

(�̇�𝑣,𝐅𝑣) =
𝜏𝑣
√

2
𝐃𝑣 ⋅ 𝐃𝑣, (20)

where the viscous rate deformation tensor is imposed following (Garcia-
Gonzalez and Landis, 2020)

𝐃𝑣 = 𝐅𝑒 ⋅ �̇�𝑣 ⋅ 𝐅−1
𝑣 ⋅ 𝐅−1

𝑒 = 1
√

2𝜏𝑣
dev

(

𝝈𝑣
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ

)

(21)

where 𝜏𝑣 is the viscosity of the corresponding phase and dev
(

𝝈𝑣
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ

)

=
dev

(

𝐽−1𝐏𝑣
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ ⋅ 𝐅

𝑇 ) stands for the deviatoric part of the viscous Cauchy
stress. The final expression for the evolution of the viscous deformation
gradient reads as

�̇�𝑣 = 𝐅−1
𝑒 ⋅ 𝐃𝑣 ⋅ 𝐅𝑒 ⋅ 𝐅𝑣 (22)

n equivalent formulation that uses the right Cauchy–Green version
f 𝐅 , 𝐂 = 𝐅𝑇 ⋅ 𝐅 and thus leads to a smaller number of evolution
𝑣 𝑣 𝑣 𝑣
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equations can be found in Kumar and Lopez-Pamies (2016). Note that
the formulation used provides consistent results (incompressible vis-
cous deformation gradients) due to the implicit monolithic framework
implemented (see Section 3.4.3 and Section 4.1).

3.4. Periodic homogenization problem

This section introduces the homogenization framework for estimat-
ing the magneto-mechanical behavior of MREs composed of a soft
viscoelastic matrix and magnetic fillers.

3.4.1. Homogenization fundamentals
We consider a magneto-visco-elastic deformable volume occupying

a periodic domain 𝛺0 in the material (reference) configuration. It
ontains, in general, different phases, which are distributed randomly
r periodically in 𝛺0 constituting a representative volume element
RVE). The representativity of the domain is usually a function of
he constitutive response of the constituents (e.g., linear, nonlinear,
oupled or uncoupled) as well as of the average quantity that one is
nterested in analyzing. For a more detailed discussion on MREs, one is
eferred to Danas (2017).

In all cases, the phases are set at the boundaries of the domain
n such a way that 𝛺0 may be reproduced periodically in three di-
ensions, but may be entirely random inside 𝛺0. The distribution of

the phases is a particularly delicate point that has been very recently
shown unambiguously (Zerhouni et al., 2021) to lead to very sensitive
responses depending on local characteristics even in linear elasticity.
In the present case, the goal is to study the qualitative features of
soft MREs and the relative effect of the matrix viscoelasticity upon the
coupled magneto-mechanical response. For that reason, we will use
in the next section relatively simplified random and periodic particle
distributions, as compared to the actual experiments that may exhibit
particle clustering (see for instance recent work exhibiting particle
clusters in MREs via an AFM surface analysis Chang et al., 2021).

The problem under study is incremental and dissipative in nature as
a result of the polymer viscoelasticity and thus an incremental periodic
homogenization framework needs to be considered (Ortiz and Stainier,
1999; Miehe, 2002; Hackl and Fischer, 2008; Mukherjee et al., 2021;
Ghosh et al., 2021). In this regard, the average deformation gradient 𝐅
and magnetic field 𝐇 at a discrete time 𝜏 ≡ 𝑡+𝛥𝑡 are expressed in terms
of the volume averages of the corresponding local quantities, such that

𝐅𝜏 = 1
|𝛺0| ∫𝛺0

𝐅𝜏 (𝐗) d𝛺0, 𝐇𝜏 = 1
|𝛺0| ∫𝛺0

𝐇𝜏 (𝐗) d𝛺0, (23)

respectively.
The local displacements 𝐮𝜏 (𝐗) and magnetic scalar potential 𝜙𝜏 (𝐗)

are additively decomposed into linear (macroscopic) and higher order
(microscopic fluctuation) contributions

𝐮𝜏 (𝐗) = (𝐅𝜏 − 𝐈) ⋅𝐗+ �̃�𝜏 (𝐗) and 𝜙𝜏 (𝐗) = −𝐇𝜏 ⋅𝐗+𝜙𝜏 (𝐗), ∀ 𝐗 ∈ 𝛺0,

(24)

where �̃�𝜏 (𝐗) and 𝜙𝜏 (𝐗) are the fluctuation fields. Their average over 𝛺0
ust vanish to obtain (23); a requirement that is automatically fulfilled

or 𝛺0-periodic fluctuation fields.
Each phase is described by known constitutive parameters that

etermine the behavior at any point 𝐗 ∈ 𝛺𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
0 . The objective of the

umerical homogenization is then to resolve the local displacement
nd magnetic potential fields in the RVE such that they fulfill the
quilibrium and Maxwell equations locally while satisfying certain
eriodic boundary conditions. The starting point of the homogenization
s the definition of the incremental potential

(𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ,𝐗) = inf
𝐅𝜏𝑣 ∫

𝜏

𝑡

{

�̇�
(

𝐅,𝐇,𝐅𝑣,𝐗
)

+(�̇�𝑣,𝐅𝑣,𝐗)
}

d𝑡, 𝐅𝑣(𝑡) = 𝐅𝑡
𝑣.

(25)
6

t

ere, the dissipation potential  takes the simple form of Eq. (20), such
hat dev

(

𝝈𝑣
𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ

)

= 𝜕∕𝜕𝐃𝑣, and 𝐃𝑣 are consistent with (21).
Given the optimality of the local incremental potential with respect

o the internal variables and the local incompressibility constraint
n (10), one may define the admissible sets  and  for 𝐮 and 𝜙,
espectively, as

(𝐅𝜏 ) =
{

𝐮𝜏 = (𝐅𝜏 − 𝐈) ⋅ 𝐗 + �̃�𝜏 , det 𝐅𝜏 = 1, �̃�𝜏 periodic in 𝛺0
}

(26)

and

(𝐇𝜏 ) =
{

𝜙𝜏 = −𝐇𝜏 ⋅ 𝐗 + 𝜙𝜏 , 𝜙𝜏 periodic in 𝛺0
}

. (27)

We note that the incompressibility constraint det 𝐅𝜏 = 1 may be
implemented in various manners,3 considering here an admissible set
for the pressure 𝑝𝜏 restricted to be a periodic scalar field in the domain
𝛺0. The easiest and at the same time rigorous way is to implement
it with the use of a Lagrange multiplier (e.g., a pressure term), such
that the incremental homogenized potential,  , takes the form (Miehe
t al., 2016)

(𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 )

inf
𝐮𝜏∈(𝐅𝜏 )

sup
𝜙𝜏∈(𝐇𝜏 )

sup
𝑝𝜏

[

1
|𝛺0| ∫𝛺0

[


(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ,𝐗
)

− 𝑝𝜏 (det 𝐅𝜏 − 1)
]

d𝛺0

]

.

(28)

pplying then the Hill–Mandel lemma in the last expression, we recover
eadily the macroscopic constitutive relations

𝐏𝜏 = 𝜕
𝜕𝐅𝜏

(𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ) − 𝑝𝜏𝐅
−𝑇
𝜏 , 𝐁𝜏 = − 𝜕

𝜕𝐇𝜏

(𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ). (29)

n the first equation, 𝑝𝜏 is the average pressure in the RVE. For com-
pleteness, we note that the initial conditions of the problem may be set
𝐅0 = 𝐈 and 𝐇0 = 𝟎.

.4.2. Macroscopic boundary conditions and potential energy
The loading conditions of the problem are introduced by control-

ing: (i) the average values of the independent macroscopic variables,
.e., applied fields, (𝐅

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ,𝐇

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ); (ii) the applied conjugate macroscopic

ariables, (𝐏
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ,𝐁

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ); (iii) a combination of them keeping always one

mechanical and one magnetic variable as unknowns. In addition, as we
will see in the following, one may also control the Eulerian parts of
some of the above quantities, e.g., 𝐛, 𝐡 or 𝝈. In any case, it is impor-
tant that the proposed framework allows controlling mixed boundary
conditions by means of average mechanical stress/strain or magnetic
flux/intensity in the current or the reference configurations. In the work
of Danas (2017) (see also Mukherjee et al., 2020, 2021), it has been
extensively discussed that in magneto-elastic RVE problems that one
is interested in the pure particle–particle interactions, only the me-
chanical average stress may be controlled, whereas the corresponding
Maxwell stresses are automatically equilibrated by imposing continuity
of the magnetic fields in neighboring RVEs. Following those studies, we
write a potential energy for the RVE that reads

(𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ) = (𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ) − 𝐏
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ⋅

(

𝐅𝜏 − 𝐈
)

−𝐇
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ⋅ 𝐁𝜏 . (30)

Remark. The incremental potential energy (30) is valid when one
controls 𝐏 and 𝐁, i.e., the last two terms serve as the external ‘‘force’’
loads. If instead, 𝐅 and 𝐇 are prescribed, the last two terms are
eadily omitted. A combination of components from any of the previous
verage quantities may be prescribed. In that case, the potential energy
needs to be amended accordingly.

3 Unlike the simpler case of pure hyperelasticity, the incompressibility
onstraint may be implemented in an incremental problem in various ways.
or instance, one may impose the constraint at time 𝑡 or time 𝜏, or even via
he time increment �̇�.
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3.4.3. Implementation of the field equations
The governing equations of the global problem are obtained from

the optimization of the incremental homogenized potential,  defined
in Eq. (28). When accounting for periodic boundary conditions, the
boundary flux terms vanish due to the effect of opposite periodic
boundaries, and, in the absence of body forces, the resulting differential
equations are significantly simplified yielding

𝜕
𝜕�̃�𝜏

= ∇0 ⋅ 𝐏
(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 , 𝑝𝜏 ,𝐅𝜏
𝑣,𝐗

)

= 𝟎

𝜕
𝜕𝜙𝜏

= ∇0 ⋅ 𝐁
(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ,𝐗
)

= 0

𝜕
𝜕𝑝𝜏

= det 𝐅𝜏 − 1 = 0.

(31)

Then, for the averaged stress or magnetic density flux control, Eq. (30)
is considered imposing the macroscopic variables via

𝜕
𝜕𝐅𝜏

= 1
|𝛺0| ∫𝛺0

𝐏
(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐅𝜏
𝑣, 𝑝𝜏 ,𝐗

)

d𝛺0 − 𝐏
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 = 0

𝜕
𝜕𝐇𝜏

= 1
|𝛺0| ∫𝛺0

𝐁
(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐇𝜏 ,𝐗
)

d𝛺0 − 𝐁
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 = 0.

(32)

It is noted here that the total first Piola–Kirchhoff stress is split into a
purely mechanical 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ and a Maxwell part 𝐏𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤, i.e., 𝐏 = 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ +
𝐏𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑤. The latter is defined in terms of the applied magnetic fields and
deformation gradients and is readily obtained from relation (15). For
the sake of consistency, 𝐏

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 refers to the total stress accounting for

both mechanical and Maxwell average stresses applied.
Additionally, the evolution of the internal variable must be obtained

using the viscous flow rule (Eq. (22)). In this work, this evolution is
implicitly solved inside the global system of non-linear equations by
defining a residual 𝑣 as (Garcia-Gonzalez and Landis, 2020)

𝑣
(

𝐅𝜏 ,𝐅𝜏
𝑣,𝐗

)

= 𝐅𝜏
𝑣 − 𝐅𝑡

𝑣 − 𝛥𝑡𝐅𝜏 −1
𝑒 ⋅ 𝐃𝜏

𝑣 ⋅ 𝐅
𝜏
𝑒 ⋅ 𝐅

𝜏
𝑣 = 0 (33)

here �̇�𝑣 =
(

𝐅𝜏
𝑣 − 𝐅𝑡

𝑣
)

∕𝛥𝑡 represents the rate of viscous deformation
radient defined in Eq. (22).

For solving the non-linear equilibrium, Eqs. (31), (32) and (33) are
xpressed in their integral weak form, and the domain 𝛺0 is discretized
nto a FEM mesh to yield into a non-linear discrete system of equa-
ions. The non-linear equations are solved using a fully implicit time
iscretization scheme and the Newton–Raphson procedure to obtain the
lobal equilibrium state at those particular boundary conditions of the
orresponding time increment.

. Numerical results at the microscale and discussion

This section is intended to shed light on the understanding of the
ehavior of the soft MREs discussed in Section 2. The low stiffness
f the matrix used (≈ 1 kPa) hinders the convergence of the problem
ignificantly due to the very large phase contrast. However, this low
tiffness improves the potential applications leading to low magnetic
hresholds to activate magneto-mechanical couplings (≈ 5 to 100 mT).
o this end, the microstructural modeling framework (Section 3) is
sed for simulating the mechanical and magnetic behavior of soft
REs. First, a mechanical validation is presented, for uniaxial com-

ression tests, followed by compression relaxation tests results. Then
he magneto-mechanical interactions are studied from magnetic ramp
ests. Finally, the results of cyclic shear tests under magnetic fields
re presented. It should be pointed out here that the present experi-
ental setup both in the purely mechanical and magneto-mechanical

ase, leads to fairly uniform magnetic and mechanical fields in the
argest part of the specimen, except very close to the boundaries that
arreling and fringe effects may be present (see relevant details of the
losed-loop magnetic system used in Section 2). Nevertheless, the latter
ontribute only weakly to the overall force measure. This is a direct
7

onsequence of the specimen shape which is rather thin as well as
Fig. 3. Scheme of the experimental magneto-mechanical setup conditions. The mag-
netic field is controlled in a closed-loop system that imposes the targeted magnetic flux
density read at the base of the sample.

the fact that the magnetic field is directly applied (and controlled in
a closed-loop fashion) to the boundary of the solid and not far from it
(see corresponding discussion on far field simulations and nonuniform
magneto-mechanical fields in Lefèvre et al., 2017). These aspects also
have a relevant impact on the computation of the Maxwell stress
contribution, that may be hypothesized as constant within the MRE
sample from a homogenized point of view, see Fig. 3. Overall, the
experimental setup used herein provides very homogeneous conditions
during magneto-mechanical tests, which helps us obtaining more direct
relations between the experiments and the homogenized computational
results. This point becomes less ideal under free-expansion tests where
the upper magnetic yoke is not used. However, the use of a thin
cylindrical sample with a small diameter (cases for 4 mm diameter)
allows keeping the homogenization assumption.

4.1. Numerical FE model

The numerical examples have been carried out using the homog-
enization framework of Section 3. The material microstructure under
study contains two phases, the PDMS matrix and the CIP filler. The
constitutive behavior for the matrix is defined as a visco-elastic incom-
pressible solid with null magnetization. In the case of the particles,
ideally considered to have a spherical shape, we assume a quasi-rigid
solid respond together with a magnetization profile with saturation.

Different idealized particle arrangements have been considered to
analyze the microstructural behavior with special alignments of the
particles, including random distributions. These include simple cubic
(SC), body centered cubic (BCC), face centered cubic (FCC) and random
distributions. Fig. 4 shows the studied cases of particles arrangements
for a 20 % volume fraction content of CIP. Note that the arrangements
are periodic and the study of different volume fractions implies an
increase/reduction of the diameter of the particles. In the case of
random distributions of particles, a Monte-Carlo procedure is used for
the placement of particles center, avoiding particle overlapping and
considering a minimum distance of 10 % the radius of the particle.

It should be remarked that different random arrangements have
been considered, yielding a scatter of 5 % in stress–strain curves
and lower than 10 % in magnetization profiles. The consideration of
a higher number of particles would reduce this scatter, but would
result in a similar mean curve behavior with a relevant increase in
computational cost. For the simulations with random distributions of
particles, an RVE with the mean response within the scatter tested has
been chosen.

The material parameters selected, all gathered in Table A1, for the
behavior of the CIP are 𝜇 = 81.78 GPa for the shear modulus, 𝜒 = 30
for the magnetic susceptibility and 𝜇0𝑚𝑠 = 2.5 T for the magnetic
saturation, which are taken from the literature (Psarra et al., 2017).
As discussed earlier, the particles are considered to be incompressible,
a choice that has no effect in the results since the overall mechanical
response of the particle is practically rigid as compared to the matrix
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Fig. 4. Simple Cubic (SC), Body Centered Cubic (BCC), Face Centered Cubic (FCC), Random (20 particles) distributions containing a 20 % v.f. of CIP.
Table 1
Mechanical and magnetic properties used for matrix and particle behaviors.

Phase Mechanical properties Magnetic properties

Elastic shear
modulus 𝜇 (kPa)

Viscous shear
modulus
𝜇𝑣 (kPa)

Viscosity
𝜏𝑣 (kPa s)

Magnetic
susceptibility
𝜒 (−)

Magnetic
saturation
𝜇0𝑚𝑠 (T)

Matrix 1.03 1.52 0.22 0 –
Particles 81.78 × 106 – – 30 2.5
w
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hase. In turn, the material parameters of the visco-elastic behavior
f the matrix have been obtained from the inverse fitting procedure
f uniaxial compression curves of PDMS at different rates, resulting in
he following values: elastic shear modulus 𝜇 = 1.03 kPa, viscous shear
odulus 𝜇𝑣 = 1.52 kPa and viscosity 𝜏𝑣 = 0.22 kPa s. All the numerical
arameters are summarized in Table 1 for the shake of clarity. The
omain representing the microstructure is discretized in a FEM mesh
f quadratic tetrahedral elements. An adaptive meshing has been used
ere, where the characteristic length for the elements near the matrix–
article interfaces is set to one eighth of the particle diameter. Note that
or the incompressibility condition equation (last term in Eq. (31)), the
iscretization is reduced to the points corresponding to the tetrahedral
lements centers. Additionally, the residual of the viscous flow rule
Eq. (33)) is solved at the element integration points.

Regarding the numerical implementation, the equilibrium equations
31)–(33) are implemented in the python Finite Elements module FEn-
CS by symbolically indicating the weak form of those equations and
olving the problem monolithically. Moreover, special constraints are
mposed in the boundary nodes to accomplish for periodic boundary
onditions (Eq. (24)). The non-linear problem is then solved with a
ewton–Raphson procedure by linearizing in each iteration the non-

inear system of equations and solving the resulting linear system
y a direct solver. The solution is achieved when either the relative
orrection in solution or in flux is below the tolerance of 5 ⋅ 10−3. The
irect solver is indispensable since the resulting system is ill-posed due
o the very large stiffness contrast between the matrix and the particles.
uch a novel condition introduced in the present work is a source
f instability in the problem, limiting the convergence in simulations
nder extreme conditions such as high magnetic fields or very large
eformations.

To be consistent with common boundary conditions applied in
xperiments, the Eulerian magnetic field 𝐛 needs to be imposed. In
rder to prescribe the macroscopic Eulerian magnetic field 𝐛 instead of
he Lagrangian 𝐁, one must be cautious. A simple way is to replace the
erm 𝐁

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 in Eq. (32) by the analogous expression det

(

𝐅𝜏

)

𝐅
−1
𝜏 ⋅ 𝐛

𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 ,

eading to a fully implicit imposition of 𝐛
𝑎𝑝𝑝
𝜏 , which is finally solved

uring the resolution of the non-linear system. We have validated this
rocedure to be equivalent to the approaches followed in Danas (2017)
nd Mukherjee et al. (2020).

As a final remark, the inclusion of the point-wise equation of the
iscous residual (Eq. (33)) into the global system of non-linear equa-
ions implies a significant increase of the computational cost. However,
n these implementations, the global matrix is saved in sparse format,
educing drastically the memory requirement, while a sparse solver for
he matrix inversion may be readily used. In this regard, the cross-
erivative terms are automatically considered for the non-linear solver
8

T

ithout a significant computational effort. Moreover, this monolithic
pproach is able to reach a larger time incrementation compared to
ther staggered solvers.

.2. Uniaxial compression

To validate the mechanical behavior resulting from the proposed
odeling framework, uniaxial compression tests are performed under
ifferent strain rates. The loading path for this test is achieved via
ixed stress/strain control, imposing a macroscopic deformation gradi-

nt ramp and fixing to zero the macroscopic first Piola–Kirchhoff stress,
uch that

(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 1 + 𝛥𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑡∕𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

0 0 0
∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

(34)

here 𝛥𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 0.2 is the final stretch increment in the loading direc-
ion and the final time 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 depends on the strain rate imposed. The
ifferent particle arrangements with volume fractions are analyzed.
niaxial compression tests simulations are compared with experiments
t different strain rates in Figs. 5 and 6.

The random microstructures show the best agreement among the
ifferent particle arrangements for the three strain rates studied. For
ower particle volume fractions, an underestimation of the stress–strain
urve is observed in most of the cases. This fact may be attributed
o particle clustering in the actual experimental specimens (see Chang
t al., 2021), which are not taken into account in the creation of the
umerical microstructures of the present study. Moreover, it can be
bserved from Fig. 5 that the SC arrangements show a stiffer behavior,
hich is attributed to the special alignment of the particles in the

oading direction, and reach a compression buckling-type instability. In
he case of random distributions, two factors affect the convergence, the
mall distance between two arbitrary particles that may occur during
he generation of the random distributions, and micro-instabilities that
ay take place within a cluster of particles such as micro locking

r local buckling. Moreover, the large stiffness contrast between the
atrix and particles (≈ 108) augments further the possible numerical

nstabilities. In Figs. A.1 and A.2, both the BCC and FCC exhibit a more
ompliant behavior mainly due to the specific location of the particles,
hich avoids each other during the application of the loads. It should
e noted that phenomenological models (Saxena et al., 2013) may pro-
ide an alternative approach to model a material response albeit with
he use of a large number of fitting constants, especially in the present
ontext of coupled problems (Mehnert et al., 2022). This, in addition,
mplies the need of a large number of experiments to fit the constants.
o overcome the limitations of both the purely numerical and purely
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Fig. 5. Visco-elastic behavior under uniaxial compression of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for SC distributed particles. Comparison between
experimental (mean curve of six specimens) and simulation results for different particles volume fractions.
Fig. 6. Visco-elastic behavior under uniaxial compression of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for randomly distributed 20 particles. Comparison
between experimental (mean curve of six specimens) and simulation results for different particles volume fractions.
phenomenological approaches, one may use homogenization-guided
models (Mukherjee et al., 2020; Garcia-Gonzalez and Hossain, 2021a;
Mukherjee et al., 2021). These models contain a limited number of
parameters but remain simple enough to allow further calibration
by the use of available, albeit finite, experimental data. The latter
models are more versatile allowing the use in technological applications
and rational design of materials and systems (see a recent works as
examples Dorn et al., 2021; Moreno-Mateos et al., 2022a).

4.3. Compression relaxation tests

Using compression relaxation tests, the influence of the particle
content on the viscous characteristic relaxation time is analyzed. To
this end, macroscopic conditions follow Eq. (34) where the deformation
gradient (𝐹𝑒𝑛𝑑) is taken to 0.05 for a 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 0.1𝑠. When the ramp reaches
the maximum, a hold time period is applied until the stress is stabilized.
Stress–time curves for different particle volume fractions are shown in
Fig. 7.

It is observed that the characteristic relaxation time increases with
the particle content, showing variations of up to 40 %. In Fig. A.3,
the same effect is observed, particularly showing a higher increase of
viscous relaxation time in the stiffer particle arrangements (SC). This
effect is due to the fact that, for the stiffer particle arrangements,
the local concentration of strain is significantly higher, leading to
a higher relaxation time within those regions. These tendencies are
consistent with the experimental results presented in Moreno et al.
(2021). Note that different viscous mechanisms may arise from two
main sources: (1) different relaxation mechanisms with different char-
acteristic times (Hossain et al., 2012); (2) as a consequence of heteroge-
neous distributions of the strain and strain rates within the elastomeric
matrix (Ghosh et al., 2021). The latter is nicely captured by our
micromechanical modeling framework and shows how these models
9

Fig. 7. Simulation results of mechanic relaxation behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. for BCC (left) and random (right) distributed particles.
The ‘‘x’’ markers indicate the stress stabilization.

may help us to motivate phenomenological approaches or gain mi-
crostructural insights. In this regard, although the same viscosity and,
therefore, relaxation time, is considered for the elastomeric phase in all
the tested cases, Fig. 7 shows how the microstructural arrangement and
volume fraction of the magnetic particles contribute to modulating the
macroscopic (homogenized) viscoelastic response of the MRE. These
results present higher relaxation times for higher particles’ content,
demonstrating how microstructural heterogeneity of the strain and
strain rate distributions impacts the macroscopic viscoelastic response.

4.4. Magnetostriction tests

Under magnetic fields, the MRE deforms freely due to the mag-
netic particle interactions and resulting rearrangements. In this case,
the effect of the rate of magnetic field application is analyzed. The
magnetostriction test consists in a magnetic ramp at different rates
with stress-free boundary conditions, followed by a hold time period
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and hold behavior of the PDMS matrix
ontaining different particle v.f. (solid 10 %, dashed 20 %, dotted 30 %) at different
ates for SC (left) and random (right) distributed particles.

f magnetic field. The imposition of the magnetic field is performed
ia Eulerian magnetic flux following

𝐛(𝑡) =
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0
0

𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑡∕𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

, 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

0 0 0
∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ 0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, 𝐅(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

,

(35)

where 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 15 mT and 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 varies as a function of the magnetic
ramp rate, and the relaxation hold time is set to be 𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 100 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝
with a constant 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 . The stretch–time curves at different ramp rates are
shown in Fig. 8. Note that the very soft nature of the matrix used in this
work allows significant magneto-mechanical coupling at small external
magnetic fields. This is an important point for further applications as
it reduces complexities associated to the generation of such magnetic
fields.

The simulations presented in Figs. 8 and A.4 show a continuous
increase in MRE stretch with the application of the magnetic field,
being the deformation a contraction for all the cases. This stretch adopts
a maximum stable value for the slowest rate at the moment that the
magnetic field reaches its maximum magnitude. When the application
rate of the magnetic field is increased, the viscous behavior of the
polymeric matrix kicks in resulting in the stiffening of this phase. In
such scenarios, the stiffening due to strain rate dependence leads to
a temporal constraint in the MRE deformation. As a consequence, the
stretch experienced at the end of the magnetic ramp is lower when
increasing the application magnetic rate. Thereafter, viscoelastic relax-
ation mechanisms within the matrix phase contribute to a continuous
decrease in stiffness accompanied by a stretching until the full viscous
relaxation is achieved. Finally, when the response is stationary, the final
deformed configuration is the same for all the rates of magnetic ramp
applied, after the proper relaxation time.

It must be remarked that, when imposing an Eulerian magnetic
flux, the RVE is subjected to a magnetic field which can be signifi-
cantly higher for lower particles volume fraction, since the resulting
macroscopic magnetic field is inversely proportional to the effective
macroscopic magnetic permeability. Thus, in some cases, deformation
due to the same magnetic flux can be similar or even larger in the RVE
with lower particle content (see FCC in Fig. A.4).

4.5. Magnetic relaxation tests

An alternative test allowing to analyze the magneto-visco-elastic
interactions is the application of a magnetic ramp while constraining
the mechanical deformation. The test consists in a magnetic ramp
at different rates with null deformation followed by a hold time of
magnetic field, given by

𝐛(𝑡) =
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

0
0

𝑏 𝑡∕𝑡

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

, 𝐅(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, (36)
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and hold behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. (solid 10 %, dashed 20 %, dotted 30 %) at different
rates for BCC (left) and random (right) distributed particles.

where 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 15 mT and 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 varies as a function of the magnetic ramp
rate with a relaxation hold time of 𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 100 ∗ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 with a constant
𝑒𝑛𝑑 . The stress–time curves at different ramp rates are shown in Fig. 9.
ote that these simulations are representative, at the microscale, of the
xperiments shown in Fig. 2.

As in the case of the magnetostriction test, Figs. 9 and A.5 show
hat for the stabilized stress (steady state), there is no effect of the
ate of the magnetic ramp. However, in contrast to magnetostriction,
ifferences in the stress–time curve during the ramp at different rates
re almost negligible, leading to the conclusion that internal stresses
re almost time-independent and the internal viscous relaxations are
egligible. This is consistent with the experiments presented herein for
he magnetic rates tested (Fig. 2). Again, it is observed that the RVEs
f lower particle content are subjected to significantly higher magnetic
ields due to the lower effective magnetic permeability.

.6. Cyclic shear tests under magnetic fields

The last tests used to analyze the effect of magnetic fields on the
iscous behavior are cyclic shear loops. The RVE is subjected first to a
low magnetic field ramp followed by several cycles of shear. This test
s described by imposing the following macroscopic variables

𝐛(𝑡) =
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0
0

𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑

⎫

⎪

⎬

⎪

⎭

, 𝐅(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

∗ ∗ 0
0 ∗ 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 sin(𝜔𝑡)
0 0 1

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

, 𝐏𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ(𝑡) =
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

0 0 ∗
∗ 0 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

,

(37)

here 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum shear deformation achieved during a loop,
is the angular frequency of the cyclic load and 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 50 mT the
agnetic field imposed. The shear stress–strain loops in the stabilized

egime are shown in Fig. 10.
The effect of the magnetic field on the shear loops is small. How-

ver, differences can be found in the cases of SC and FCC structures. The
C arrangement presents a stiffening response when applying magnetic
ields. This effect is explained by the misalignment of particles that is
roduced in every shear loop and is not energetically favorable. On the
ontrary, the FCC provides a softening effect when applying magnetic
ields due to the fact that, when shear deformation is applied, the
articles resettle in a more energetically favorable position. Moreover,
he effects found in the BCC arrangement are negligible (see Fig. 10),
eading to almost overlapped shear loops. To perform a fair comparison
gainst a random arrangement of particles a much lower magnetic
ensity flux is imposed (𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 15 mT), as shown in Figs. A.6 and
.7. It is observed that for the random arrangement the variation of

he viscous cyclic behavior is almost negligible compared to the effect
bserved in 50 mT tests but, in this case, the random arrangement
ehaves similar to the BCC arrangement, showing a small softening

hen subjected to a magnetic field.
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and shear behavior of the PDMS matrix containing 30 % particle v.f. at different rates for SC (left), FCC (middle) and BCC (right)
distributed particles. Period 1 s: dashed lines; 0.1 s: solid lines.
Fig. 11. Simulation results of magnetization oscillations during shear deformation of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for SC (left) and FCC
(right) distributed particles. Period 1 s: dashed lines; 0.1 s: solid lines. On the upper part, captions of the local magnetic density flux along the direction of the applied magnetic
field.
Finally, the magnetization behavior is analyzed for the studied par-
ticle arrangements. In this case, the magnetization module is larger for
the higher particle content. Fig. 11 shows the Eulerian magnetization
(q. (4)) variation during the cyclic load normalized by the magneti-
zation at the end of the magnetic ramp. For the SC arrangement, the
relative magnetization clearly decreases when the shear strain is maxi-
mum. This decrease is due to the misalignment of the particles during
shearing. By contrast, the FCC presents an increase of magnetization
for the maximum shear, due to the more aligned configuration under
shear deformation. From Fig. A.8, similar conclusions are obtained for
the BCC and random particles arrangements.

5. Discussion: reconciling microstructural modeling with macros-
tructural experiments

By comparing Sections 2 and 4, we identify significant discrepancies
between the results obtained from the macroscopic experiments and
the microstructural modeling. These discrepancies relate to the magne-
torheological effect and magnetostrictive nature of the extremely soft
MREs tested. The experimental magnetic ramp tests show a clear ex-
pansion behavior in the direction of the magnetic field application (see
11
Fig. 1). On the contrary, the simulated response of RVEs under mag-
netic fields shows a compressive magnetostriction effect as depicted in
Fig. 8. Similar discrepancies are found in the shear tests under magnetic
fields. The experimental works show a stiffening behavior (Dargahi
et al., 2019; Vatandoost et al., 2020; Moreno et al., 2021), while our
modeling results indicate that both stiffening/softening responses can
be achieved depending on the particle arrangement (Fig. 10). In the
following, we summarize the relevant works in the literature addressing
this problem and, then, we provide new simulations and analogies to
reconcile experiments and microstructural modeling.

In the literature, it has been reported that, under the application of
an external magnetic field, MREs undergo either compressive or tensile
strain. Early works discuss that MREs shorten along the magnetic
field direction as the particles tend to approximate each other (Bica
et al., 2019; Kankanala and Triantafyllidis, 2004; Zhao et al., 2011).
However, a deeper insight unveils that the magnetostrictive behavior
of MREs depends on a wider variety of factors, such as the volume
fraction and micro-structural arrangement of the magnetic particles, or
the magnetic boundary conditions and the nature of the magnetic field
applied (Lefèvre et al., 2017). Regarding the influence of the particles
distribution, it is reported that contraction of the structure poten-
tially occurs when particles are anisotropically aligned, and expansion
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the magnetorheological effects at different scales. Microscale: particle alignment under vertical magnetic field and constrained deformation; chain alignment
under magnetic fields, from 5 to 30 degrees of inclination. Macroscale: test sample geometry effect. Note that the result for the macroscale deformation has been extracted
from Moreno et al. (2021).
when they are isotropically arranged (Boczkowska and Awietjan, 2012;
Kankanala and Triantafyllidis, 2004; Romeis et al., 2019). Besides,
magnetostriction has experimentally been observed to be larger for
isotropic arrangements than for anisotropic specimens (Danas et al.,
2012). Moreover, it is accepted that larger particle concentration ben-
efits from greater effective macroscopic elongation (Boczkowska and
Awietjan, 2012; Kalina et al., 2020; Romeis et al., 2019). We would
like to highlight the work by Guan et al. (2008), where cylindrical MRE
samples were characterized, observing elongation for any magnetic
induction applied. The given explanation suggested that ellipse-shaped
magnetic particles rotate to align their magnetic dipoles with the
applied field, thus interacting with the carrier matrix and giving macro-
scopic effective elongation. Han et al. (2015) developed a simplified
phenomenological model that predicts the experimentally observed
elongation of MRE samples, depicting relative magnetic permeabil-
ity as a function of the axial strain. Another relevant work is due
to Liao et al. (2012), which focused on determining the axial force
that appears when a MRE sample is confined, thus prevented from
elongating under the application of external magnetic fields. The im-
portance of the microstructural arrangement of the magnetic particles
has been approached by computational models. Several authors studied
the sign of the magnetostrictive deformation from a computational
microstructural basis (Danas et al., 2012; Ivaneyko et al., 2014; Gao and
Wang, 2019; Fischer and Menzel, 2019; Garcia-Gonzalez and Hossain,
2021a). Overall, all these works show the importance of the microstruc-
tural arrangement of the magnetic particles on the MRE behavior.
However, although these models can explain contraction/expansion
transitions, their results often differ from macroscopic observations of
the magneto-mechanical response of MREs.

Despite the relevant microstructural features presented above, we
suggest the magnetic boundary conditions and nature of the applied
field as the crucial factor determining the macroscopic response of the
soft MRE. In the literature, some experimental works have approached
this matter creating the magnetic field by means of a permanent
magnet (i.e., NdFeB permanent magnet) (Ju et al., 2012; Zhao et al.,
2011). In this case, the permanent magnet acts as a magnetic pole
and, despite the magnetic particles being attracted to each other as
they get magnetized, a parallel effect arises as all the particles feel
attracted by the magnetic pole, hence the MRE sample macroscopically
12
compresses. Kalina et al. (2020) suggested a size of the free space that
surrounds the MRE sample fifteen times larger than the specimen size
to guarantee that the magnetization poles and the boundary domain
can be neglected (Biro and Preis, 1989; Kalina et al., 2020).

To reconcile microstructure-based models with macroscopic ob-
servations, some ad-hoc simulations and experiments have been per-
formed. From microstructural simulations, the attraction between par-
ticles is observed for low magnetic fields so that they align forming
chain-like structures (Danas, 2017; Wu et al., 2021). Fig. 12 shows that,
for a BCC arrangement with the middle particle located with a small
offset to the center, attraction forces impulse the middle particle to
the neighboring ones, resulting in chain-like spatial distributions. When
these particles form such a chain-like structure, this tends to align with
the magnetic field driven by a paramagnetic torque. This phenomenon,
which becomes stronger for extremely soft matrices, has been investi-
gated in previous works (Gao et al., 2012; van Oene et al., 2015; Erb
et al., 2016). Making use of the microstructural modeling framework
developed herein, we simulate a three-particle chain subjected to a
vertical magnetic field. The result of this simulation is presented in
Fig. 12, where a chain alignment towards the magnetic field direction is
observed. As a proof of concept, we take the macroscopic sample from
previous experimental work (Moreno et al., 2021), which consists of
petals formed by a succession of macroscopic spherical elements. This
design aims at emulating the particle chains originated in the micros-
tucture, thus scaling up these geometrical features to the macroscale.
When applying the external magnetic field perpendicular to the petals,
these experience important macroscopic magnetic torques leading to
rotations that push the structure to align along the magnetic field lines
(Fig. 12). This phenomenon can be translated to the microstructural
response in the form of micro-paramagnetic torques affecting different
local points. Thus, the sum of these contributions results in an apparent
expansion of the samples along the magnetic field direction (Fig. 1). In
addition, this phenomenon may explain the discrepancies observed by
means of magnetorheological effect. When the particles come together
forming a chain and this aligns along the field direction, the result-
ing microstructural arrangement approaches to the simple cubic (SC)
distribution studied. Therefore, under shear loading, less energetically
favorable states are reached leading to an apparent stiffening of the
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MRE (see numerical results in Fig. 10 and equivalent experiments
presented in previous works Moreno et al., 2021; Dargahi et al., 2019).

All in all, the response of extremely soft MREs must be understood
as the strong combination of both microstructural and macrostructural
responses. For instance, in Lefèvre et al. (2020), the macroscopic re-
sponse is affected both by microstructural characteristics (e.g., soft or
hard mechanical particles) as well as by the specimen shapes. Although
this statement may look general, as this is the case of most materials
and especially multifunctional composites, this point is of especial
relevance for the studied MREs. The extremely soft nature of the
polymeric matrix facilitates the rearrangement of the particles within
the MRE. Thus, the material responds locally to external magnetic fields
experiencing such microstructural rearrangements that differ within
the macroscopic geometry of the sample (as the magnetic field can
certainly vary from local-to-local regions of the sample). Therefore, the
overall macroscopic response of the MRE needs to be understood as a
competition of these microscopic structural formations and how these
interact between different local regions of the sample. On top of this
complex behavior, viscoelastic effects play a crucial role determining
the apparent stiffness of the polymeric phase potentially leading to
different equilibrium states.

6. Conclusions

The microstructure-based homogenization framework is a powerful
tool for the understanding of the behavior of soft MREs. The complex
viscous and magnetic responses are shown in the experimental sum-
mary presented in Section 2. Under magnetic fields, the MRE shows
an expansive behavior parallel to the magnetic field applied. This
behavior is due to several contributions: microscopic magnetic particles
interactions and formation of mesoscopic structures such as particle
chains and the boundary effect due to experimental conditions. From
a microscopic mechanical modeling point of view, several conclusions
can be drawn: (i) the random particle distribution presents the best
agreement with experiments; (ii) the particle content directly affects the
characteristic viscous relaxation time, obtaining higher times for higher
particle volume fractions. Under magnetic fields, the microstructural
modeling response suggests negligible effects of the rate dependences
in the long term (steady) state, although it influences significantly the
transient response. Recent experimental work (Moreno et al., 2021)
showed that higher magnetic application rates can lead to different
equilibrium states due to microstructural blocking phenomena. In this
regard, further modeling efforts are needed to overcome convergence
issues and allow extreme microstructural rearrangements. Regarding
the complex shear cyclic tests under magnetic fields, small effect of
the magnetic fields is found. For the case of SC, where the particles
configuration is clearly aligned with the magnetic field, a stiffening
of the shear loop is observed due to the shear misalignment. For the
FCC, a contrary effect is observed, due to the more aligned particle
13
position when sheared. After the analysis of microscopic modeling,
some outcomes can be taken for the macroscopic behavior. We suggest
that, for extremely soft polymeric matrices (≈ 1 kPa), the particles tend
to form chains-like distributions and such microstructures then rotate
to align with the external magnetic field applied. These phenomena
may explain, under magnetic fields: (i) the expansive behavior of the
soft MREs; and (ii) the increase in shear stiffness, reconciling modeling
results with experimental observations.
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ppendix. Supplemental results

See Figs. A.1–A.8.
Fig. A.1. Visco-elastic behavior under uniaxial compression of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for BCC distributed particles. Comparison between
experimental (mean curve of six specimens) and simulation results for different particles volume fractions.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7112767
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Fig. A.2. Visco-elastic behavior under uniaxial compression of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for FCC distributed particles. Comparison between

experimental (mean curve of six specimens) and simulation results for different particles volume fractions.
Fig. A.3. Simulation results of the mechanic relaxation behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. for SC (left) and FCC (right) distributed particles. The
‘‘x’’ markers indicate the stress stabilization.

Fig. A.4. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and hold behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. (solid 10 %, dashed 20 %, dotted 30 %) at different
rates for BCC (left) and FCC (right) distributed particles.

Fig. A.5. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and hold behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. (solid 10 %, dashed 20 %, dotted 30 %) at different
rates for SC (left) and FCC (right) distributed particles.
14
Fig. A.6. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and shear behavior of the PDMS
matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for SC (left) and FCC (right)
distributed particles. Periods 1 s (top) and 0.1 s (bottom).

Fig. A.7. Simulation results of magnetic ramp and shear behavior of the PDMS matrix
containing different particle v.f. at different rates for BCC (left) and random (right)
distributed particles. Periods 1 s (top) and 0.1 s (bottom).
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Fig. A.8. Simulation results of magnetization oscillations during shear deformation of the PDMS matrix containing different particle v.f. at different rates for BCC (left) and random
(right) distributed particles. Period 1 s: dashed lines; 0.1 s: solid lines. On the upper part, captions of the local magnetic density flux along the direction of the applied magnetic
field.
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